Hello,

I would like to invite everyone to watch our Elementary "Recital" Band Concert. It is made up of our 4th Graders at Park and Barrett Elementary Schools. Because we were unable to have a traditional concert, I asked the students to play a song they were comfortable playing. They each gave a little solo.

Looking back to the first time they held their instruments, to our Holiday Concert, until now...WOW! what a difference. I am very proud of these students. They didn’t give up. We had lessons every week on Zoom. Sometimes twice a week. We had about 15 students who didn’t participate. But, those that did were wonderful!

As I sat and watched each video in my living room, I smiled, cheered, clapped and even got choked up. I am so proud of these students and what they have accomplished.

Please watch them as they perform their pieces on...
flipgrid.com/e20b7595
You can use your own email to log on.

Thank you so much!
Kerry Kleinhans - Elementary Band Director